1. INTRODUCTION

Fields of surface winds and fluxes are used in a wide range of applications including El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) forecasts and impacts, as well as ocean and atmospheric variability on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. In-situ observations have been used to develop many surface wind products (e.g., Helleman and Rosenstien 1983; daSilva et al. 1994; Servain et al. 1996; Stricherz et al. 1997). For more recent time periods, surface winds have also been determined from satellite observations: Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I; Atlas et al. 1996), altimeters (Chelton and Wentz 1986), and scatterometers (Polito et al. 1997; Bentamy et al. 1998; Kutsuwada 1998; Chin et al. 1998; Kelly et al. 1999; Pegion et al. 2000). Surface flux fields are usually developed from atmospheric general circulation models such as the National Centers for Environmental Prediction – National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996). The advantages of the GCM fields are greater temporal resolution than in-situ fields, longer time series than satellite derived fields, and the addition of upper-air fields. However, reanalysis data are noted to have a poor handling of the wind field in equatorial regions (Putman et al. 2000), as well as large biases in heat fluxes (Smith et al. 2001). For applications that require accurate surface fluxes and/or winds, and don’t require better than monthly temporal resolution, the in-situ products are preferred.

An objective technique is used to create a new monthly climatology for surface fluxes and related fields. The wind (pseudostress) products are improvements over our previous product: the subjectively analyzed FSU winds. Fields of turbulent surfaces fluxes and the variables needed to calculate these fluxes are also generated. The new objective method is an extension of a technique used to create daily grid scatterometer vector wind observations obtained a polar-orbiting satellite (Pegion et al. 2000). The problems related to gridding daily ship data are analogous to those of gridding daily scatterometer observations. In both cases, there are large gaps in the observational coverage and observational errors and uncertainty should be considered. Furthermore, observational tracks from different times intersect, often with substantial changes in the wind pattern occurring between the observations. Simple averaging would result in spurious wind curl and divergence, which generates spurious Rossby and Kelvin waves when these fields are used to force ocean models. Despite these problems, in-situ observations have demonstrated value in producing monthly products, such as the specialized tropical wind products (Servain et al. 1996; Stricherz et al. 1997; Legler et al. 1997). The gridding technique developed for scatterometer observations (Pegion et al. 2000) deals with these problems more effectively the previous techniques.

Our previous objective technique (Pegion et al. 2000) considered observations from only one type of platform. The new objective technique treats various types of data sources (volunteer observing ships, buoys, and scatterometers) as independent. Two products are produced: one based solely on in-situ observations, and another that also includes scatterometer observations. Comparisons are made between the new FSU fields (based on volunteer observing ships and buoy observations), the old subjective FSU fields, individual TAO buoys, the NCEP reanalysis, and fields based solely on the SeaWinds scatterometer observations.

2. DATA

The new objective method produces fields of stress, latent heat flux, sensible heat flux, pseudostress (the product of the scalar and vector wind), scalar wind speed, air temperature and atmospheric specific humidity. Winds, atmospheric temperature, and humidity correspond to a height of 10m. Calculation of the fluxes also requires sea surface temperature (SST).

The in-situ observations used in creating the new fields are from two sources. Fields for 1997 and earlier are developed from the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS; Woodruff et al. 1987). In-situ data sets for post-COADS times are created from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) TD-1129 Marine Surface Observations (NCDC 1998). Quick-look products are created from the NCEP Real-time Marine Observations (NCEP 1997). Research quality products are produced when the TD-1129
becomes available in the summer of the following year.

In-situ data sets are plagued with seemingly large errors associated with incorrect records of the ships location. There are also errors related to instrument malfunctions or misuse. We remove the worst of these problems through a comparison to climatological values. We accept all values within 3.5 standard deviations from the monthly mean, where the mean and standard deviation for each month are calculated from the daSilva climatology. Due to the daSilva climatology’s limited variability in parts of the globe, we also prescribe minimum standard deviations for each variable. Plots of the rejected observations clearly show ship tracks of bad data.

A tool has been developed to display the monthly mean gridded observations for visual inspection. An analyst edits the in-situ fields to remove erroneous or non-representative data that were not removed by the comparison to climatology. These checks result in much more accurate data for our objective method. This approach is necessary for in-situ data, and greatly reduces the need for smoothing.

The satellite winds come from the NASA Scatterometer (NSCAT) and the SeaWinds scatterometer on QuikSCAT. Data from the European Remote Sensing System Satellites (ERS-1/2) would be useful for times when NSCAT and SeaWinds data were not available. We anticipate making use of this data set in the future. Scatterometer winds contain speed and direction, whereas other satellite instruments (e.g., SSMI and altimeters) determine only wind speed. It is likely that this information could be used to improve the scalar surface turbulent fluxes (sensible and latent heat fluxes), which depend on the scalar wind speed; however for monthly fields these observations will have little impact on stresses and pseudostresses.

2.1 Pseudostress

Although in-situ and satellite observations are recorded as winds, gridded fields of pseudostresses are produced because the product is intended for ocean modeling. Ocean circulation is largely driven by wind stress and the curl of wind stress. Wind stress is extremely difficult to measure, but can be approximated by a bulk aerodynamic approach. This approach defines the zonal ($\tau_x$) and meridional ($\tau_y$) components of the wind stress as:

$$\tau_x = \rho C_D P_x \text{ and } \tau_y = \rho C_D P_y,$$

where $\rho$ is the density of air, and $C_D$ is the drag coefficient. The zonal ($P_x$) and meridional ($P_y$) components of the pseudostress are defined as:

$$P_x = uw \text{ and } P_y = vw,$$

where $w$ is the scalar wind speed, and $u$ and $v$ are the zonal and meridional components of the wind vector.

3. METHODOLOGY

Weights are applied to each constraint in the cost function. Three types of constraints are applied to each vector variable: misfits to each type of observation, a smoothing term, and a misfit of curl. The second and third terms are relative to a background field. The first two types of constraints are applied to scalar terms. The influence of the background field, relative to the observations, is controlled by the ratio of the weight for misfit to observations to the weights on the other constraints.

3.1 Background fields

When scatterometer data are not available, the background fields are monthly 12° moving averages. There are areas where a 12° area has an insufficient number of observations. In these cases, the area of the averaging is increased until there is a sufficient number. These background fields have been tested with in-situ data from 1999. This approach has been found to be more effective than using a long-term mean of monthly winds (e.g., the daSilva climatology). This approach reduces random errors (Pierson 1990) through averaging, and removes large biases that would occur in El-Niño or La-Niña years.

When scatterometer data are available, the background is calculated as an average of the daily NSCAT fields (Pegion et al. 2000) or six hourly SeaWinds fields. These scatterometer fields are publicly available through the COAPS website (http://coaps.fsu.edu/). This approach greatly reduces any signature of the observational pattern in the background field.

3.2 The Variational Method

The variational method utilizes several constraints to maximize similarity to observations, minimize non-geophysical features in the spatial derivatives (e.g., the observational patterns), and accomplishes these goals with the minimum necessary smoothing. Previous works (Legler et al. 1989; Meyers et al. 1994; Siefridt et al. 1998; Pegion et al. 2000) have shown that three constraints can be coupled to construct physically sound wind fields. Each of these constraints is multiplied by a weight. In previous studies, these weights have been determined through subjective observations (Legler et al. 1989), less subjectively
through a sensitivity study (Meyers et al. 1994), or objectively with cross validation (Pegion et al. 2000). We continue to apply cross validation to determine the weights.

The functional \( f \) for a vector variable (e.g., pseudostress) is

\[
f = \sum_{i,j} \left[ \beta_a N_{o1} (P_x - P_{xo})^2 - (P_y - P_{yo})^2 \right] + \\
\beta_o N_{o2} (P_x - P_{xo})^2 - (P_y - P_{yo})^2 \right] + \\
\beta_c N_{o3} (P_x - P_{xo})^2 - (P_y - P_{yo})^2 \right] + \\
\beta_d L^2 \nabla^2 [(P_x - P_{xo})^2] + \beta_d L^2 \nabla^2 [(P_y - P_{yo})^2] + \\
\beta_e L^2 \left[ k \cdot \nabla \cdot (\bar{P} - \bar{P}_{bg}) \right]
\]

(3)

where the betas are weights, the \( i,j \) subscripts for geographical position have been dropped, the unsubscripted pseudostress \((P_x,P_y)\) is the solution field, the ‘o’ subscript indicates observations (‘o1’ for ships, ‘o2’ for buoys, and ‘o3’ for the scatterometer), the subscript ‘bg’ indicate the background field, \( N \) is the number of observations in a grid cell, and \( L \) is a length scale that make the functional dimensionally sound. The scalar terms in the functional have a similar form, except that there is no misfit to the background curl, and the scalar wind speed is the only term with scatterometer observations.

The solution fields for fluxes are determined from a bulk flux algorithm (Bourassa et al. 1999). Without the flux terms, the weights related to one variable could be determined independently from the weights for other variables. The flux terms link together the other terms, which improves the accuracy of relatively sparsely observed fields.

This approach also allows the weights for each type of observations to be determined independently. These weights combine the considerations of observational uncertainty and data coverage. These considerations differ for each type of platform; therefore, the weights are not expected to be equal. Weights will be discussed in follow-up papers when a longer time series is available.

4. RESULTS

The new objective FSU winds are compared to buoy winds, the subjective FSU winds, and gridded scatterometer winds (Fig.1) for one TAO buoy at 2°N 110°W. In this example, scatterometer data are not used, and the weight of buoy data is ten times the weight of ship data \((\beta_o/\beta_a=10)\). In March, the new winds differ from the subjective FSU winds and buoy winds due to removal of suspect buoy observations. Otherwise, the objective winds track the buoy better than the ship winds. There are no buoy observations in September, during which time the objective winds are a close match to the subjective winds.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The fields produced by this technique should be of superior quality to previous fields: accuracy should be improved, and spurious forcing related to the observational pattern should be greatly reduced. The data set will be released when a 30 year time series has been processed. A winds subset will be processed first, and release is anticipated during summer of 2001. At this time, production of the old subjective FSU winds will cease, and that product be replaced with this objective technique. We will process these fluxes as far back in time as the data set allows.
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